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What is Net Zero?
In response to climate change, many countries, organisations and
building owners and managers are seeking to achieve Net Zero
carbon emissions. Net Zero simply means that there are no net carbon
emissions. That is, all man-made carbon or greenhouse gas emissions
are firstly reduced, and the remaining balance is offset through carbon
removal activities such as supporting green energy, tree planting or
native reforestation.

What can I do?
Carbon Emissions (tCo2-e)
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Man-made carbon emissions, or greenhouse gases
are generated from multiple sources, including coal
fired power stations, burning natural gas, petrol
vehicles and waste. The steps towards Net Zero
involves measuring your carbon impact, reducing
carbon emissions as much as possible through
energy efficiency; shifting to on site renewable
energy and electric vehicles, procurement of offsite
renewable energy and then offsetting any balance
through the surrender of carbon certificates.
These certificates might be related to low emission
energy generation activities via GreenPower or
Australian renewable energy certificates, or carbon
sequestration activities such as native reforestation or
supporting an overseas carbon reduction project.
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Your Net Zero Plan
What are your Net Zero goals?
Measure:
How is energy and
carbon used in your
business? How are
you measuring your
carbon emissions?

Reduce:
What are you doing
to reduce your
carbon emissions?

Renewable Energy
(behind the meter):
Have you considered
any onsite renewable
energy options?

Energy
Procurement
(in front of the
meter):
Are you procuring
green power?

Offsets:
Would you like
to offset your
remaining
emissions?

Ask us how we can help you define and achieve your Net Zero goals.
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